No-touch flush — for a cleaner, safer bathroom

Cadet Touchless
Toilets
®

We’ve combined reliable touchless technology
with the legendary Cadet flushing system to
create a toilet that offers a cleaner, more hygienic
bathroom experience. A slow wave of the hand
within 1-1/2 inches of the sensor will activate
the powerful Cadet flush. Long preferred for its
power alone, Cadet is now poised to become
the germ-fighting favorite.

No-Touch Flush for Home and Business
Cadet Touchless Toilets are chair height, elongated styles designed for comfort and ease
of use. Available with smooth, skirted sides to conceal trapway for easy cleaning, or with
exposed trapway less seat, both feature our exclusive EverClean® surface to inhibit the growth
of bacteria, and use 1.28 gpf volume to conserve water without sacrificing performance.

2989.709

215AA.709

2-1/2 inch diameter sensor module
can be installed on wall within 3 feet
of toilet or on top of toilet tank with
supplied screws or backing tape.

When installed with recommended
seats listed below, top of seat is
17" to 19" (432 to 483 mm)
from the finished floor.

TOUCHLESS FLUSH — Wave hand slowly within
1-1/2 inches of sensor face for approximately two
seconds to trigger a powerful flush
MANUAL FLUSH — Push and hold the left side actuator
button for approximately two seconds ensuring
continual operation in the event batteries need replacing
BATTERIES INCLUDED — One-year battery life
powered by 3 AAA sensor and 4 AA control module
batteries, based on an average of 12 flushes per day

CADET TOUCHLESS TOILET CONFIGURATION

Includes signage to
educate users how to
activate the no-touch
flush technology.

Fixture
Color

020 White

COMBINATION

BOWL

TANK

SLOW-CLOSE SEAT

Concealed Trap Elongated with Seat

2989.709

3075.000

4000.709

5024A.65G (packed with bowl)

Exposed Trap Elongated less Seat

215AA.709

3517A.101

4000.709

5503A.00B (order separately)
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